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I

t has long been known that imported Roman-manufactured terracotta items were a feature of Rome’s export trade to the powerful Satavahana Empire that flourished in the
“Deccan” region of southern India between the 2nd century BCE and 3rd century CE (See
Maps, Image 1 and 2). However, such terracotta figurines were also locally manufactured
and tailored to local patrons’ tastes.1 Local terracotta manufacturers came to understand
that Indian consumers were enamored of the gloss applied by Roman manufacturers to

Image 1. Roman-Satavahana trade routes. Map commissioned by the author, created by Bijay Nath, February
2022.
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Image 2. Satavahana sites in Deccan, 2nd and 3rd century CE. Map commissioned by the author,
created by Bijay Nath, December 2020.

their terracotta products (Terra sigilatta).2 This realization led local artisans to seek to replicate the popular sheen by exploring the potentialities of different qualities of local clay.3
Their success in matching the imported Roman terracotta artifacts led to a demand for
their products among wealthy patrons of the Indian peninsula that appreciated both the
Roman-style sheen and local touches provided by indigenous artisans.
The indigenization of Roman terracotta products by Deccani artisans and the resultant
expansion of their own markets, and the technological innovation employed to achieve that
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end is of some significance for research and teaching of world history. It may serve to illustrate the poverty of Eurocentric archaeology, which has often uncritically assumed artistic
production and manufacture flows only West to East and also reserving progress through
the use of “scientific method” for itself.4 It also serves as an example of the responsiveness
of local markets in the ancient world to overseas trade in terms of local agency as well
technical ability. Moreover, the artistic and tactile nature of the terracotta items themselves
may also hold students’ interest during any course that seeks to illuminate the complexity
of transregional trade in the Classical World.5
It is important to note that the freestanding sculptures (Image 4a & 4b) found below
made use of a double mold technique typical of Satavahana terracotta. In this essay, archaeological evidence and textual references will engage in art historical discourse over artistic
practices concerning the treatment of material, experiment, skill, sensibilities, and power.
It will do so to trace the multiple human and non-human agencies responsible for the cultural assimilation of the Classical Roman and Deccani worlds. This essay also traces how
colonial archaeology continues as a disciplinary force in decolonized India and creates a
hierarchy in the studies of patrons and their objects over artistic practices, which shares a
considerable stake in making history, and hence calls for our attention.
The first part of this paper locates the classical artifacts unearthed in the sites of present
India which represent the entanglement between ancient and contemporary, trans-classical
and local, archaeological, and artistic. The section draws the methodological framework
from Ian Hodder’s Entangled, where he points out that the archaeological artifact’s taxonomy is entangled with hegemonic interest to construct lineages and affiliation of cultural
sequence.6 The second part examines terracotta as sociohistorical material by drawing
the outline from Daniel Miller where he demonstrated that the study of material culture
often becomes an effective way to understand power, not as some abstraction, but as the
mode by which certain forms or people enter the historical record, often at the expense of
others.7 Moreover, the very mutability of clay will here be seen as offering an alternative
to the trans-regional history of Classical trade thought through the study of the agency of
the artisanal process, and practice as the nature of clay itself comes to influence cultural
and historical relations of Rome and the Deccan.

Terracotta: Contact Zones of the Roman and Deccan
There is substantial scholarship on the Roman-Satavahana mercantile connection in ancient
India and about the nature and objects of mercantile trade between them.8 The artifacts
excavated from the sites in today’s Maharashtra, Telangana and Andhra Pradesh, such as
Ter, Bhokardan, Adam, Nasik, Paithan, Apsinga, Kondapur, Nevasa, and Yeleswaram (See
Map, Image 2) not only confirm a network of production, usage, and overseas circulation
in the past, but also their entanglement within the contemporary moment through housing
3
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such terracottas in various museums in India and abroad.9 Objects manufactured in Roman
colonies or traded by Romans (e.g. Samian sherd, imitation of Megarian bowls, glass, intaglios, mirrors, and bronzes) are common in many sites and suggest the circulation of the
artifacts.10 For example, Bhokardan excavation unearthed varied terracotta potteries such
as black and red burnished ware, coarse black and redware, coarse redware, red-slipped
ware, crude handmade redware, ware with red wash, red-polished ware, tan-slipped ware,
drab black ware, and black burnished ware. These wares reflect a range of patrons’ choices
as well as artisans’ craftsmanship. Clay bullae11, two pieces of amphora, and a piece of redware that seems to be an imitation of red polish ware reflect a connection with Indo-Roman
contacts.12 Discovery of large numbers of Roman coins and imitation of clay bullae and coins
(Figure 3) at such sites as Adam and Bhokardan suggests that the artisans have tried their
hand to make bullae closer in the look of those from the Roman market.13 The amphorae
from Paithan and Ter also confirm the choice and usage of Roman ware.
Kondapur, Sannati, and Ter were the hubs of various crafts making, including terracotta during the Satavahana period.14 However, the terracotta figurines in fragments made
of ball clay are found from the sites at Nevasa, Nasik, Ter, Bhokardan, Paithan, Adam,
and Apsinga that unfold various layers of Satavahana settlement which spread across the
regions of the present-day Andhra Pradesh, Telangana, and Maharashtra.15 Nonetheless,
as some of these sites are loaded with Roman specimens, the terracotta figurines drew the
scholars’ attention and interpretation.

Image 3: Coinage of Tiberius Caesar,
Indian Imitation, 1st Century CE.
Source: British Museum, used under
provisions of I, PHGCOM, CC BY-SA
3.0, at https://commons.wikimedia.
org/w/index.php?curid=2270233.
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Image 4a and 4b: two views of Terracotta Head, Yeleswaram, approximately 3 x 2 x 0.7 in. Satavahana period.
Courtesy of The Department of Heritage Telangana, Hyderabad, and The National Mission on Monuments
and Antiquities, Government of India.

However, the Satavahana terracottas (Image 4a & 4b, above) with large petal-shaped
eyes, bulbous nose, and voluminous lips resemble the figures of Karle and Bhaja that are
carved in stone.16 The figurines are made in double molds—one for the front and another
for the sculpture’s back. A thin strip of clay is pressed on both the molds to join them, visible
on the surface. Sometimes the seam line of the joinery is appliqued with a ribbon of clay.
The larger terracotta figurines that are approximately five cm in height and eighty-four cm
in width have holes on the unnoticeable parts of the figures, such as the ears and nostrils.
The use of molds has been interpreted as a method of making multiple figurines from a
master copy. Historian and archaeologist M. K. Dhavalikar mentions that the double mold
technique was highly specialized and did not appear elsewhere in the country.17 The double mold technique does not seem to have evolved locally and is supposed to have been
imported from the Roman Empire.18 Scholars continued interpreting this technique as one
that traveled with the products in the Indo-Roman mercantile network.19 I argue that using
double molds to make hollow terracotta figurines was neither introduced during the Satavahana period nor an imported technique. The scholars mostly tracked the circulation of
artifacts and simulation of the iconic form rather than artistic enterprise.20 There is minimal
5
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attempt to trace the process of making the artifacts connected with the trans-Roman and
Deccan trade. There is evidence of the molding technique in South Asia since the eighth
century BCE.21 The use of molds was widespread in making terracotta sculptures that had
entangled liaisons with the rise and spread of Buddhism and political tussles among many
powers such as Mauryan, Sunga, Kanva, Datta, Mitra, as well as Satavahana.22 The Satavahana terracotta sculptures reflect the long artistic practice that traveled with the shifts of
different political dynasties and patrons. The excavated artifacts thus reflect the network
of commerce, choices of clientele, as well as practices of the makers or artisans who are
often denied an agency.
It should be stressed that the Satavahana terracotta sculpture appears exclusively
local, not only because of the double-mold technique, but also because of the use of distinct
clay. Ball clay as a material for making sculpture appears to be new for the artisans, as we
do not find any archaeological and textual evidence of the figures made from this kind of
clay earlier, an absence which had encouraged scholars to assume the clay as being “exotic.”23 We also should consider that making a double-mold sculpture out of any other kind
of clay is not similar to building pottery, even though the artisans may have the expertise
on nature and culture of the clay used in both cases. The process of preparing ball clay,
modeling, and baking differs between making sculpture and pottery. For example, pottery
made in ball clay does not need holes on the surface to adjust an excessive heat of firing
as its mouth serves that purpose, whereas a sculpture of ball clay does require these holes
to avoid breakage. Thus, we find the tiny holes aesthetically merged with the surface of
Satavahana terracotta modeled in ball clay. Here we see advocating archeological evidence
as a center of knowledge production has overshadowed the cognitive understanding of
artisanal knowledge.
The selection of a type of clay (here, ball clay), which was neither popular nor explored
earlier or in neighboring regions of the Satavahana settlement, compels us to problematize
artistic choices and their link to trans-Roman-Satavahana trade in the Deccan plateau. It
leads us to question how a kind of clay configures a complex network of various human
actors that includes the traders, clients, and artisans from locales of the Deccan and overseas; non-human actors that comprise the formalistic elements of the sculptures such as
motif, form, size, texture, and weight; and the double-mold processes invented, adapted,
and altered in making sculptures.

The Deccani Turn
The Deccan in the Indian peninsula is rich in dense black clay and red laterite soil, neither
of which are best for cultivation or modeling. The regional artisans preferred either red clay
or a composition of white or ball clay for making the artifacts.24 Historian M. K. Dhavalikar
mistook the ball clay as kaolin and explained that kaolin is a much more exceptional material
6
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because there was no evidence of its use earlier and the Satavahana terracotta reflects the
artist’s skill who fashioned them for plasticity and durability.25 On the contrary, kaolin is a
non-plastic clay.26 It is possible that Dhavalikar (and other scholars) was unaware of kaolin’s
low plasticity. The artisans used ball clay that looks like kaolin.27 Furthermore, the use of
kaolin was unknown to South Asian potters until the Muslim invasion that introduced the
application of kaolin through porcelain-making and pot-glazing.28 Moreover, the appliqué
technique for ornamentation with ball clay is also quite risky because of the tremendous
plasticity of the material. Thus, terracotta in ball clay (Figure 3a & 3b) from the Satavahana period is small, and the detailed ornamentation is done from the mold itself, which is
distinct from the contemporary terracotta, in that it is made of red earthen clay and found
at sites in north India.
However, despite having plenty of red earthen clay for modeling, the imported Roman
objects played a role in selecting an inconvenient material like the ball clay. Roman objects
in the local markets could have led to a demand for similar kinds that look precious and
are attractive for its shiny effect, which regional ball clay could partially create. Thus, perhaps a market grew with a demand for exclusive items that includes Roman objects and
objects from different parts of South Asia, thereby encouraging the manufacture of these
terracotta sculptures for the wealthy clans of Satavahana regions. The exclusive Northern
Black Polish ware disappeared from the Gangetic valley by 200 BCE but continued to be in
use in the Satavahana regions around 50 CE, which suggests that preference of the wealthy
customers has an influence on what is produced by local artisans.29 The Northern Black
Polish wares were excavated from Amaravati, Kondapur, Nasik, Nevasa, and Ter; places
that were significantly known as terracotta-making centers. Samian sherd, Roman coins,
and bullae have also been found at these sites, suggesting they were the contact zone of the
Roman and Deccani artifacts, Northern Black Polish wares, and other terracotta production.
Moreover, we find the abundant mine of ball clay that is used for modelling Satavahana
terracotta in Wadgaon, Nalgonda, Bidar, and Warangal, sites that are very close to many
Satavahana trading routes, such as Ter, Kondapur.30 Thus, the Satavahana trading routes
were used to market the raw materials, such as clay, to the guilds.31
The appreciation for the Roman objects led to attempts at imitation as indicated by
the replication of Roman coins and bullae, or in one case a terracotta that looks like Eros,
excavated from Junnar.32 These do not suffice the scholars’ observation on the double mold
as imported method from the Classical world to South Asia. In 1959, Swiss archaeologist Hanna Rydh’s observations based on Swedish archaeological expedition at Rang Mahal
from 1952 to 1954 (one of the earliest excavation in decolonized India) add to this point.33 She
notes, “most of the writers presume the very plausible theory that it was manufactured
under Roman influence. It is very much more difficult to decide whether the form is foreign or whether the sprinklers are imported . . . No pottery examples in any considerable
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quantity are known outside India.”34 Moreover, Classical literature reflects more on the
exchange and purchase of the goods than on the processes and production of the goods in
South Asia.35 The scholars also construed the Satavahana terracotta as having “comically
deformed western traits . . . different from the ones reproduced on the bullae. They do not
respond to a “naturalistic” perception of foreignness but to a grotesque yaksa-like form . .
.”36 Such interpretation reflects the pioneering German art historian and archaeologist J. J.
Winkelmann’s37 hegemonic construction of “classical” idealized Greek art as being superior
to Roman, and that Roman copies of Greek originals as reflecting a deficiency of artistic
ability.38 His agenda to establish Greek art as the pure classical ideal not only discriminated
against Roman art, but was also a feature in the colonial enterprise used to segregate and
subordinate diverse art forms and artisanal knowledge of the world.39 The Classical became
a yardstick to valorize and categorize art and artistic practice on the basis of style and
material in the colonial world. Winkelmann’s research methodology as a scientific way of
reasoning deploys the Classical as a political, social, and archeological tool to advocate a
hierarchy in cultural lineage and historical studies.40
Nevertheless, the use of unusual clay such as
ball clay achieved a closer tactility of material used
in the Roman artifacts. For example, Figure 3a and
3b are a broken piece of a round terracotta figurine.
The features of the face are in low relief, and blended
with the surface. Here, I would like to draw attention to the affinity of the artistic attempt found in
the Deccani terracotta sculptures (Image 4) with the
use of pipe-clay in making figurines (Image 5) by the
artisans from the periphery of the Roman Empire,
such as the local artisans from the regions of Meuse,
Thames, Rhineland, and Gaul.41 The exploitation of
pipe-clay was like the use of ball clay from the Deccan mine. The use of double mold technique was
also common. In both cases, the use of uncommon
local clay was challenging but attempted with the

Image 5: East Gaulish pipeclay figurine of the Roman
goddess Fortuna, made at Cologne. 2nd century CE. Ht.
17.8 cm. Source: British Museum, London. Used under the
provisions of GR 1949.10–11.54, by AgTigress - Own work,
CC BY-SA 3.0, at https://commons.wikimedia.org/w/index.
php?curid=11299066.
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artisans’ existing practical knowledge. For instance, the artisans of the Bronze and Iron Age
in South Asia and Europe experimented with clay molds to craft metalware.42 However,
pipe-clay is highly plastic unlike ball clay43; but the aesthetic appeal, and formal elements
of the figurines44 in pipe-clay are similar to Satavahana terracotta sculptures. Thus, the
artisan’s engagement with the local material such as clay, the technique of clay processing
modeling, and firing are all cloaked in the Westernized hierarchy of classicism. Adding to
this point, archaeologist Colin Renfrew stressed the process of interactive and cognitive
engagement with a wide range of materials as being a driving force of world history.45
Nonetheless, the arrival of new and different features and surface treatment that appeared
in Roman artifacts which were in circulation encouraged Deccani artisans to replicate the
effect and absorb the form in the existing practices of making terracotta figurines to satisfy
the aesthetic preference of the wealthy clans.

Conclusion
It is hoped that this study will complement the work of those world historians who look
at cross-cultural encounters and exchanges as more that a one-way street. It is fascinating
to understand world history as enmeshed and layered rather than as a hierarchical tiered
system, with the “classical world” as a locus of triggering ideas among Romans, Deccani, Gauls, artisans, artifacts, clay, traders, clients, clans, rulers, and others. Remarking
on the virtues of an ‘‘encounters model”46 of analysis in world history, John Davidann and
Marc Jason Gilbert note that this approach has the benefit of tending to “subvert the commonly accepted assumptions about differences between peoples in terms of race, ethnicity, nationhood, or empire.”47 This perception would seem to be validated by this study’s
examination of the contact between Roman artifacts and Satavahana artisans and will, it
is hoped, open further possibilities and explorations of material, technological, cultural,
and economic crossroads.
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directed towards the material, imageries, migration, and memory in the context of South
Asia. Her recent publication is, “Phoolyar in Mauritius: stamping memory and migration,”
Carnets de Recherches de l’océan Indien. She wishes to thank Professor Marc Jason Gilbert of
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